Waste Fluid Production Rates from Unconventional Oil & Gas Wells and Implications for Disposal Capacity and Reuse
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Water is the wetting phase: Capillary forces drive water into pore throat.

This is the mechanism for imbibition.
Counter Current Imbibition
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Long Term Waste Management Planning

- Oil and Gas Program has utilized existing produced fluid/flowback data trends to develop a predictive model for waste generation in association with the Marcellus shale play: one mechanism for disposal of this waste is through deep well injection.
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Implications for Waste Fluids Disposal for the Dry Gas Plays

• Production of waste fluids from unconventional oil and gas development in the Appalachian basin dry shales is limited by fluids used in hydraulic fracturing

• Not all of those fluids will be returned over the life of the well

• Increased interest in expansion of the number of Class II wells for disposal in the future in some areas

• Low potential for induced seismicity from Class II disposal well operations as presently occurring